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Abstract 9 
An integrated approach is presented in this study to design electrical hubs combining optimization, multi-criterion 10 
assessment and decision making. Levelized Energy Cost (LEC), Initial Capital Cost (ICC), Grid Integration Level 11 
(GI), Levelized CO2 emission (LCO2), utilization of renewable energy, flexibility of the system, loss of load 12 
probability (LOLP) are considered as criteria used to assess the design. The novel approach consists of several steps. 13 
Pareto analysis is conducted initially using 2D Pareto fronts to reduce the dimensions of the optimization problem. 14 
Subsequently, Pareto multi objective optimization is conducted considering LEC, GI and ICC which were identified 15 
as the best set of objective functions to represent the design requirements. Next, fuzzy TOPSIS and level diagrams 16 
are used for multi-criterion decision making (MCDM) considering the set of criteria and the boundary matrix that 17 
represents the design requirements of the application. Pareto analysis shows that 5D optimization problem can be 18 
reduced to a 3D optimization problem when considering LEC, ICC and GI as the objective functions. Finally, results 19 
obtained from the case study shows that the novel method can be used design distributed energy systems considering 20 
a set of criteria which is beyond the reach of Pareto optimization with different priority levels. 21 
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1) Introduction 37 
Integrating renewable energy technologies is important to make energy systems sustainable and face the challenges 38 
due to escalating prices of fossil fuel resources, Green House Gas (GHG) emissions and security problems due to 39 
nuclear energy. Wind and solar energy are becoming more promising choices in this regard. However, stochastic 40 
nature of these energy sources limits the direct integration of these energy technologies up to 40% of the demand in 41 
order to maintain the stability of grid [1,2]. Smart micro grids [3–5], virtual power plants [6–8], grid integrated  and 42 
stand-alone hybrid energy systems [9–11] are getting popular on this regard as methods to integrate higher fractions 43 
of Solar PV (SPV) and wind energy. These systems consist of dispatchable energy sources and storage which can 44 
absorb the fluctuations of SPV and wind energy while maintaining the reliability of the power supply. However, a 45 
number of aspects (technical, environmental, economic, social) need to be considered in the designing process 46 
especially considering site specific requirements [12].  47 
Multi objective optimization of distributed energy systems have been amply taken into discussion in recent literature 48 
in order to consider wider spectrum of aspects related to the design, moving beyond simple cost optimization. A 49 
number of diversified factors such as cost, environmental impact [13–15], utilization of renewable energy [16], 50 
system reliability [10,17,18], social impact [19], exergy efficiency [20] etc., have been considered in the 51 
optimization depending upon the requirements when designing distributed energy systems. A detailed list of 52 
different objective functions considered in multi objective optimization of energy systems is presented by Tan et-al 53 
[21], which is quite extensive. One cannot use an extended list of criteria as objective functions for the design 54 
optimization.  On the other hand, according to Fadaee and Radzi [12], research studies on multi objective 55 
optimization of energy systems should focus more on catering site specific requirements when designing distributed 56 
energy systems. This makes it essential to consider a number of sites and design specific requirements beyond 57 
objective functions used for multi-objective optimization. Hence, multi-objective optimization should be a part of 58 
decision making process instead of being the only step; as it is practiced in most of the instances at present [10,13–59 
18].       60 
Recent research work on multi objective optimization of energy systems can be classified into two main classes 61 
depending upon the way it considers multiple attributes; i.e. weighted sum method and Pareto method [22]. In the 62 
former, different attributes that need to be considered are weighted and formulated as a single objective function. 63 
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This method is used in energy domain whenever designer is having a better understanding of objective space [23–64 
25] (in order to weight the objective functions) which is not common in most of the instances.  The latter is used to 65 
obtain entire set of Pareto solutions considering all the objectives which is frequently used in designing distributed 66 
energy systems, especially considering the Pareto front of cost and reliability[10,17,18] or cost and CO2 emissions 67 
[13–15].  It is important to continue energy system design beyond multi-objective optimization as suggested by 68 
Bhattacharyya [26] where multi criterion assessment and decision making needs to be combined with the designing 69 
process in order to rank the set of Pareto solutions obtained from multi-objective optimization. Selecting appropriate 70 
objective functions for Pareto optimization (as discussed before) and linking the Pareto optimization with multi-71 
criterion decision making is still challenging.  72 
Multi criterion assessment and decision making plays a vital role in both planning and designing energy systems. A 73 
number of different techniques have been used in this context which are reviewed in detailed in Ref. [27,28]. Multi-74 
criterion decision making has been amply used in various applications related to locating energy systems [29–31], 75 
performance evaluation of energy systems [32–34], configuration selection etc [35–38]. However, most of these 76 
applications are different from energy system designing.  77 
When it comes to design of distributed energy system, non-dominant set of solutions used for multi criterion 78 
decision making needs to be obtained using Pareto optimization. This is a lengthy process compared to most of the 79 
previous examples.  Sayyaadi et-al [20], Perera et-al [39] and Mazza et-al [40] have used multi criterion decision 80 
making following multi objective optimization to design energy systems. Sayyaadi et-al [20] et-al used fuzzy 81 
Bellmane-Zadeh approach to rank Pareto solutions for a design application of co-generation system. Shirazi et-al 82 
[41] used LINMAP method to arrive at the most suitable design solution from the Pareto front. A similar approach 83 
based on fuzzy TOPSIS was used by Perera et-al [39] and Luo [42] when ranking Pareto solutions for a stand-alone 84 
energy system and Sterling engine.  Objective functions used for Pareto optimization are directly used as the criteria 85 
for multi-criterion decision making process in these studies. Finding the most appropriate objective functions for the 86 
Pareto optimization is one of the main challenges in this context (Fig. 1).  This approach cannot be used whenever 87 
set of criteria used to assess the energy system increases notably; especially for practical applications of distributed 88 
energy systems where much diversified criteria are expected to be evaluated (Fig. 1). In such instances, it is 89 
important to have an integrated approach consisting of several steps in order to identify the criteria that need to be 90 
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considered in the assessment, select most the appropriate criteria as objective functions for Pareto optimization and 91 
support multi-criterion decision making considering all the criteria used to assess the system.       92 
This study presents an integrated approach that can be used to design grid integrated electrical hubs [43,44] 93 
(simplified version of a multi energy hub [45,46] only considering the electrical parts) consisting of SPV panels, 94 
wind turbines, battery bank and an Internal Combustion Generator (ICG). Eight criteria are considered to assess a 95 
grid integrated electrical hub extending the number of criteria used to asses distributed energy systems in recent 96 
literature. A novel integrated approach consisting of several steps is introduced to design the electrical hub 97 
depending upon the importance of each criterion. A Pareto analysis is conducted with different combinations of 98 
objective functions to reduce the dimensions of the optimization problem and select the most suitable objective 99 
functions. Decision making process is extended beyond the Pareto optimization (values of the objective function) 100 
considering all the aspects of the design using a boundary matrix to present the boundaries of the customer 101 
expectation. These all are discussed thoroughly in the following sections: Section 2 provides a brief overview about 102 
the system considered in this study. Section 3 provides a detail description about the criteria used to assess the 103 
system and optimize. Section 4 presents a concise description about the dispatch strategy. Section 5 optimization 104 
algorithm and different combinations of objective functions considered. A detailed description about the novel 105 
integrated approach is presented in Section 6. Finally, application of the novel method is taken into discussion in 106 
Section 6.  107 
2) Computational model for the electrical hub and assessment criteria 108 
A computational model is developed in this study to formulate criteria that are used to assess the electrical hub. 109 
Some of these criteria are directly used as objective functions in the optimization process and some other are 110 
considered in the decision making process. This section presents a brief overview about the energy system 111 
configuration and the functionality  112 
2.1) Overview of the Electrical Hub  113 
An Electrical Hub operating as a distributed energy system connected to the grid is considered in this study. The 114 
Electrical Hub discussed in this paper is related to a rural electrification project for a small model village (peak 115 
demand of 29 kWh) in Hambanthota district. Rural electrification projects are an amply discussed case study related 116 
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to distributed energy systems [47–52]. A detailed review of rural electrification projects based on hybrid systems 117 
can be found in Ref. [53].Hambantota is situated in the southern coastal belt in Sri Lanka which is having significant 118 
solar and wind energy potential according to the surveys carried out in Sri Lanka (Fig. 2). Hence, an energy system 119 
configuration consisting of SPV panels, wind turbines, ICG and a battery bank is considered for the Electrical Hub 120 
(Fig. 3). 121 
A steady state hourly simulation is used to assess the energy flow in the system. Hourly wind speed and global 122 
horizontal solar irradiation are taken from meteorological databases which were available through local weather 123 
stations. An isotropic model is used calculate the tilted solar irradiation on the SPV panel [11]. Finally, power output 124 
from the solar panels is calculated using Durisch model [54]. The main advantage of this model is its capability to 125 
consider cell temperature, air mass, tilted solar irradiation when evaluating the efficiency of Solar PV panels which 126 
provides a better accuracy in modeling SPV panels [55]. Similarly, the power low approximation is used to convert 127 
the wind speed from anemometer to hub level height. Cubic Spline interpolation technique [56] is used to represent 128 
the power curve provided by the manufacturer of the wind turbines. Finally, renewable power generated (PRE) using 129 
SPV panels and wind turbines are computed on hourly basis. A detailed description about the model used to 130 
compute the energy flow through the renewable energy components can be found in Ref. [11]. 131 
3) The criteria for the formulation 132 
Eight criteria are used to assess the energy system covering a wider spectrum of interests by the users of the energy 133 
system; including economic, environmental, energy efficiency and reliability. A concise description about the each 134 
criterion is presented in this section. 135 
3.1) Power supply reliability 136 
Power supply reliability becomes a vital factor to be considered in the designing process. Stochastic nature of the 137 
renewable energy potential, maintenance downtime of system devices as well as limitations in grid interactions and 138 
energy storage can result in breakdown in the power supply. Loss of power supply (LPS) due to downtime of system 139 
devices is not considered in this study. LPS is expected to be occurring (according to Eq. 1) for time step ‘t’ 140 
whenever renewable energy generation (PRE(t)) is less than the demand and the mismatch cannot be fulfilled by the 141 
grid and the storage due to the limitations in the energy storage and the grid curtailments.    142 
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LPS(t) = ELD(t) - PRE(t) -Pngen(t) – PBat-Max(t) – PFG-Max (t)                 (1) 143 
In this equation, ELD, Pngen, PBat-Max and PFG-Max denote electricity load demand of the application, nominal power of 144 
the ICG, maximum power flow from the battery depending upon the state of charge, and maximum power that can 145 
be taken from the grid considering the grid curtailments. All these terms are in kWh taken as input data/calculated 146 
each time step t [hour] for 8760 time steps. Finally, loss of load probability (LOLP) is calculated using LPS 147 
according to Eq. 2 which is used as the performance indicator to evaluate the power supply reliability. 148 
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3.2) Grid integration Level 150 
Autonomy of the system plays a major role in the renewable energy integration process. Strong interactions with 151 
grid will make the grid to be vulnerable to cascade failures. Hence, autonomy of the system is considered as a vital 152 
factor to be evaluated in renewable energy integration process especially in distributed generation. Instead of taking 153 
system autonomy (i.e. determines the percentage of demand generated within the system), grid integration level 154 
which is the complimentary to system autonomy is considered in this work. This will convert the maximization 155 
problem into a minimization problem that will make the decision making problem trouble free. Grid integration 156 
level can be defined in different methods. However, to be aligning with system autonomy defined in Ref. [57], GI is 157 
defined according to Eq. 3.     158 
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In this equation, PFG denotes the energy units (kWh) taken from the grid during steady state operation in time step t. 160 
3.3) Utilization of renewable energy 161 
Various reasons such as stochastic nature of the demand and renewable energy potential, grid curtailments and 162 
limitations in energy storage makes it challenging to utilize renewable energy. This leads to a number of problems 163 
including poor energy efficiency, dependence on grid or dispatchable energy source which results in either poor 164 
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autonomy or higher GHG emissions due to the combustion of fossil fuels. In order to rectify this issue, utilization of 165 
renewable energy is considered as a major criterion to be optimized in energy system design. This study uses Waste 166 
of Renewable Energy (WRE) as the performance indicator which should be minimized in the design process. WRE 167 
represents the energy losses that take place in system due to seasonal changes in demand, renewable energy 168 
potential, and limitations in the energy storage and grid curtailments that has been amply used in resent literature 169 
[16,39,58]. WRE is formulated as Eq. 4.   170 
∑
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In this equation, PSB-Max [kWh] denotes maximum energy that can be stored in time step t [hour], depending upon the 172 
state of charge and PTG-Max denotes maximum units [kWhs] that can be sold to the grid depending upon the grid 173 
curtailments.    174 
3.4) Fuel Consumption of ICG 175 
Dispatchable energy sources play a major role when integrating renewable energy technologies into integrated 176 
energy systems. However, reliance upon dispatchable energy sources based on fossil fuel resources makes the 177 
system to be vulnerable to dynamic pricing due to higher depletion of fossil fuel resources. In addition, Fuel 178 
transportation becomes challenging for places far from cities and the frequent use of ICG will lead to frequent 179 
maintenance. Minimizing fuel consumption will lead to minimize all the aforementioned limitations and make the 180 
system to become more sustainable. Fuel consumption (FC) of the ICG is calculated considering the operating load 181 
factor (LF) of the ICG which is taken as a fourth order polynomial function of ICG according to Eqn. (5). 182 
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In this equation, ar,0, ar,1, ar,2, ar,3, and ar,4 [liters per hour] are taken for each ICG using its performance curve. 184 
 185 
 186 
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3.5) Initial Capital investment  187 
Two economical parameters are considered in this assessment: initial investment required and Levelized Energy 188 
Cost (LEC) considering lifecycle cash flow of the system. Initial Capital Cost (ICC) required consist of acquisition 189 
cost (IAC), installation cost of the components (wind turbines, SPV panels, battery bank, ICG, power electronic 190 
devices etc) and other services charges that should be paid to the Energy Service Provider (IESP [$])  to operate as 191 
grid integrated energy system. IAC [$] comprise of cash flows related to purchasing of system components 192 
considering present Sri Lankan market. Cash flows related to land clearance and installation costs are considered 193 
under IIns [$]. Investment for the land is not considered in this work. Finally, ICC [S] is calculated according to Eq. 194 
6. S denotes set of system components 195 
)( ,, sIns
Ss
sACESP IIIICC ++= ∑
∈∀
                 (6) 196 
 3.6) Levelized Energy Cost 197 
Levelized Energy Cost (LEC) is calculated considering the total cash flows of the system. LEC mainly consist of 198 
three components i.e. ICC and operation and maintenance cost (OM), and cash flow due to grid interactions. OM 199 
consists of two main components, these are fixed (OMFixed [$]) and variable costs (OMVariable [$]). OMFixed considers 200 
recurrent annual cash flows for maintenance of wind turbines, SPV panels, fuel and operation cost for ICG etc. 201 
OMVariable considers the replacement cost for ICG and battery bank. Replacement time for the ICG is determined 202 
considering the operating hours and Rain-flow algorithm is used to determine the replacement time for the battery 203 
bank. Finally, present value of OM (OMP [$]) costs is calculated using Eq. 7 combining both OMFixed and OMVariable.  204 
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In this equation, CRFs denotes Capital Recovery Factor for sth component of operation and maintenance cash flow. P 206 
denotes the real interest rate calculated using both interest rates for investment and local market annual inflation 207 
ratio. The lifetime of the project is presented by h. 208 
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Net cash flow due to GIs (GICF) is computed considering cash inflow due to selling excess generated and buying 209 
the mismatch based on the real time price of the grid. Net cash flow of the system is calculated on annual basis 210 
according to Eq. 8. 211 
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In this equation GCF(t)and GCT(t) denote the real time price of grid electricity when purchasing form the utility 213 
grid and selling.  214 
Subsequently, the present value of grid integrated cash flows GICFP is calculated. 215 
Finally, Net Present Value (NPV) of all the three main cash flows is combined and NPV of the project is calculated 216 
according to Eq. 9. Finally, LEC [$/kWh] is calculated based on NPV.   217 
NPV = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + CRF.GICFP                    (9) 218 
3.7) Levelized CO2 Emissions 219 
Minimizing CO2 emissions in different phases of the project is considered as one of the objectives of the energy 220 
system designers. Levelized CO2 (LCO2) is taken as the performance indicator to evaluate this aspect in this work. 221 
Firstly, CO2 generation due to energy system components and their replacement is considered. Secondly, CO2 222 
generated due to grid interactions (when purchasing electricity) and power generation in ICG is considered. Finally, 223 
total CO2 emission (TCO2 [kg]) of the system is calculated combining both these aspects which is subsequently 224 
used to calculate the LCO2 [CO2 kg/kWh] according to Eq. 10.   225 
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In this equation, ICO2s [kg] denote the lifecycle CO2 emission of system components including replacement for 227 
ICG and battery bank. CFG [kg/kWh] denotes the CO2 intensity for electricity unit taken from the grid and CICG 228 
[kg/kWh] denotes the CO2 intensity of each unit generated by ICG depending upon the load factor of the ICG.  229 
 230 
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3.8) Flexibility of the system 231 
Flexibility of the system is defined as the ability of the system to adjust for the changes that take place in internal or 232 
external environment changes. Flexibility will make the system impervious to changes in the inputs and the outputs 233 
which are essential when it comes to distributed generation. Hourly time series for renewable energy potentials, 234 
demand, price of grid electricity etc., are considered as inputs to the computational model that are stochastic in 235 
nature. Hence it is important to consider the flexibility of the system to get adapted to the changes of these factors. 236 
In addition to these factors, flexibility of the system needs to be measured considering volatility of market prices in 237 
fuel, electricity, and energy storage. All the aforementioned factors can be considered as the external factors which 238 
system needs to be flexible. In addition, internal factors due to malfunctioning or maintenance of system 239 
components such as wind turbines, SPV Panels, ICG etc., need to be considered within the broad scope of 240 
flexibility. However, most of the recent studies in energy systems design did not consider all these aspects 241 
simultaneously due to the complexity and most of the studies limit their scope to power supply reliability, resilience 242 
(ramp rate) or cost [59–63]. This study also limits the scope to internal factors considering the changes in renewable 243 
energy potential, demand and grid curtailments. 244 
In the field of energy system, many of the recent studies related to energy systems evaluate the flexibility based on 245 
one criterion either reliability, resilience (ramp rate) or cost [64]. However, flexibility needs to be defined 246 
considering all the criteria related to evaluate the system. In order to address the aforementioned limitations, four 247 
criteria are considered when evaluating the flexibility of the system (i.e. LEC, reliability, WRE and LCO2) using the 248 
method proposed in Ref. [65,66] for manufacturing systems. Performance change in each criterion due to the 249 
changes in the external factors is calculated first. Flexibility calculation is performed for the Pareto solutions 250 
obtained after multi objective optimization. k possible scenarios are considered in this context considering the 251 
changes in wind speed, solar irradiation, grid curtailments, and demand profile (three for each). Performance change 252 
(PCq,p) in the pth criterion in the design solution q is calculated according to Eq. 11.  253 
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In Eq. 11, pDCI , denotes the criterion value under deterministic scenario and piCI , denotes criterion value under 255 
external disturbances. Possibility of occurring each scenario (𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖) can be obtained using a tree diagram. Relative 256 
change due to the changes take place in the system input is taken the measure to evaluate the flexibility. Coefficient 257 
of closure (CC) defined in Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is used to 258 
evaluate the flexibility of design solutions using decision matrix (q x p) defined based on 𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞,𝑝𝑝. A detailed 259 
description about the Fuzzy TOPSIS method is given in Section 6.  260 
4) Dispatch Strategy of the E-hub 261 
A bi-level dispatch strategy combining fuzzy and finite state automata theory is used in this study to determine the 262 
operating load factor of the ICGs and the energy interactions with both battery bank and grid. Finite state automata 263 
have been amply used in representing dispatch strategy when designing hybrid energy systems [67,68]. Fuzzy rules 264 
are defined considering the state of charge level of the battery bank and the difference in Electric Load Demand 265 
(ELD) and generation. The fuzzy rules are optimized using the algorithm presented in Section 6. Interactions with 266 
the grid and energy storage are determined in the secondary level after determining the net power generation of the 267 
system, mismatch between demand and generation, real time electricity price in grid and state of charge of the 268 
battery bank. State transfer function is derived considering seven decision variables which are optimized using the 269 
optimization algorithm. Subsequently, the ten possible states that the system operates considering the SOC of battery 270 
bank, renewable energy generation, COE in grid, upper bounds to purchase (PFG-Max (t)) or sell electricity to grid 271 
(PTG-Max (t)) (grid curtailments).  272 
5) Design optimization of the system and dispatch strategy 273 
Optimum design and control of integrated energy systems combining renewable energy technologies for both stand-274 
alone and grid integrated applications is a rich area of study. A number of publications have presented different 275 
techniques for optimization including heuristic, direct search, numerical methods where different objective functions 276 
are considered [12,69,70]. The response of the energy system to the changes in demand, renewable energy potential 277 
etc. needs to be considered where hourly simulation is required. Simulation of the system considering time series of 278 
demand, renewable energy potential and grid conditions result in objective functions neither linear nor analytical. 279 
Simultaneous optimization of design and control strategy makes mapping of decision space variable into objective 280 
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space complicated. Lopez et-al [71] has shown that evolutionary algorithms are efficient in optimizing such 281 
integrated energy systems for stand-alone applications. Different architectures of algorithms have been adapted to 282 
optimize integrated energy systems which have shown to be promising for both grid connected and stand-alone 283 
operation [12,69,70].  284 
Evolutionary Algorithm based on Ɛ-dominance technique is used in this study for multi-objective optimization [72]. 285 
This method is a proven technique to maintain diversity of the Pareto front while reaching the best set of solutions.  286 
Optimization algorithm is combined with the computational model that formulates the objective functions. Hence, a 287 
simulation based optimization of the system is performed. Several combinations of the objective functions are 288 
considered as shown in Table 1 based on the formulations described in Section 3. Power supply reliability is 289 
considered as the constraint in all the optimizations.         290 
6) Frame work for the multi criterion assessment and decision making 291 
 Optimum design and operation of Electrical Hubs is a multi-step process which consists of several phases as shown 292 
in Fig. 4. Multi-criterion assessment starts with understanding the main requirements that need to be met in the 293 
energy system designing project. This will help to understand and define criteria that need to be considered in the 294 
optimization, assessment and multi criterion decision making. As the second step, classifying these performance 295 
indicators based on the relative importance to the specific project is performed. In this study, performance indicators 296 
are classified into three groups i.e. Preference Indicators (PI), Basic Indicators (BI) and Critical Indicators (CI) 297 
depending upon its importance and relevance to the application. Power supply reliability and LEC are taken as the 298 
most influential factors to the design which cannot be waived to increase the performance of other indicators. Power 299 
supply reliability is considered as a constraint in the optimization process which is not considered further in the 300 
decision making process. LEC is carefully considered along with all the other criteria in the decision making process 301 
to ensure meeting the expected outcomes of the design. 302 
BIs are selected from the pool of criteria considering the site specific information and the requirement of the 303 
applications. These criteria have a lower priority compared to CIs. In this work, ICC, LCO2, WRE, GI and system 304 
flexibility level are considered as BIs. These are considered as objective functions in the Pareto optimization and 305 
subsequently in the Pareto analysis (except system flexibility which is computed following the Pareto optimization 306 
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considering the performance of the Pareto solutions). Finally, PIs are considered as other criteria need to be 307 
considered in the design. After the classifying the criteria, these criteria should be modelled to be used in the 308 
optimization. This is usually performed by an energy system designing tool box as explained in Sections 3, 4 and 5.    309 
A number of techno-economic criteria can be suggested to consider in Pareto optimization. However, extending the 310 
dimensions of the objective space will make the optimization process more difficult and increase the set of Pareto 311 
solutions. Each and every solution in the Pareto front presents a unique system design, operation strategy or both. 312 
Hence, increasing the set of non-dominant solutions will make the ranking process more challenging. Hence, a 2D 313 
Pareto analysis is used to identify the performance indicators which can be promoted as objective functions to 314 
determine final set of solutions while reducing the dimensions of the optimization problem.  315 
Selecting final system design by using the obtained Pareto front will limit the opportunity to fully consider the 316 
design requirements and the influence of the other criteria which are not considered for the Pareto optimization. 317 
Hence, decision making needs to be performed moving beyond the graphical analysis of the Pareto front obtained 318 
using CIs and few selected BIs where multi-criterion decision making technique is required. This will help to 319 
consider the pool of criteria including CIs, BIs and PIs with its relative importance. However, it is important to 320 
define the boundary matrix which gives the maximum value (for a minimization problem) that you can reach 321 
considering a specific criterion based on the design requirements. This is obtained considering the design 322 
requirements of the energy system, boundary values obtained in the 2D Pareto analysis and the boundary values of 323 
the 3D Pareto front. Finally, Fuzzy TOPSIS method is used with the support of Level diagrams for the multi 324 
criterion decision making process. Fuzzy TOPSIS have been amply used as a multi-criterion decision making 325 
technique for energy related applications [39,73–75] where a detailed explanation of this method can be found. A 326 
concise description about this method is presented in this section.    327 
The fuzzy TOPSIS method consists of several steps: 328 
Step 1: Performance criteria for all the design solutions are normalized using Eq. 12. 329 
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In this equation,𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛, denotes normalized value for mth criterion value for nth Pareto solution. 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛,𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛, and 331 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛 denotes respectively the value for mth criterion value for nth Pareto solution, maximum and minimum values 332 
obtained by the Pareto solutions for the same criterion. 333 
Step 2: A positive ideal solution (I+) and a negative ideal solution (I-) is introduced which represents two ideal 334 
solutions considering best and worst performance for all the criteria. 335 
Step 3:  Weight matrix is developed which as a 1 x j matrix which present the relative weight for each criterion (for j 336 
criteria). 337 
Step 4: Arrive at Ideal Positive Solution (I+) and Ideal Negative solution (I-) taking the best and worst criterion 338 
value under each criterion. Design solutions are expected to be close to the positive ideal solution and far from the 339 
negative ideal solution. 340 
Step 5: Positive distance matrix (d+) is computed taking Euclidian distance between I+ and CNm,n for each Pareto 341 
solution as shown in Eq. 13. 342 
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Similarly, negative distance matrix (d-) is calculated.  344 
Step 6: Coefficient of closure (CC) is defined as a minimization objective (most preferred solution is having the 345 
minimum value) which is calculated according to Eq. 14. 346 
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dCC                  (14) 347 
 348 
7) Results and discussion 349 
The path that needs to follow before reaching the final system design is quite lengthy. This section elaborates the 350 
final part of the design process which combines multi-objective optimization with multi-criterion decision making. 351 
As the first step, the role of each performance indicator in the assessment process is investigated considering the 352 
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local conditions and specific design requirements. As discussed previously, energy system optimization process has 353 
turned from classical cost optimization to Pareto optimization where set of non-dominant solutions can be obtained 354 
considering conflicting objectives. The main advantage in this process is the system designer has the possibility of 355 
selecting the best solution considering the limitations of each criterion and its relative importance. This is an 356 
extensive task starting from selecting the best criteria to consider in the optimization process and subsequently the 357 
decision making process. This section elaborates how to address these issues using the novel method introduced in 358 
this paper through a case study. First part of this section is devoted on how to filter the best suited criteria for Pareto 359 
optimization. Second part of this section is dedicated to the selection of the design based on Pareto front obtained 360 
considering the objective functions identified in the first part.   361 
7.1) Analyzing 2D Pareto fronts 362 
Main challenge in the design process is to select most relevant criteria to assess the system design. This becomes 363 
more difficult when selecting several criteria for Pareto optimization from the pool of criteria selected to assess the 364 
system. In order to identify the criteria to be used in the optimization, 2D Pareto front is created considering the 365 
main objective as one objective function and the others respectively as the first step. In this work, LEC is considered 366 
as the main objective function and, LEC-CO2 emission, LEC-ICC, LEC-GI and LEC-WRE are taken for the design. 367 
Cross comparison of the values for objective functions are carried out to understand the limitations in improving 368 
each objective.  369 
In order to analyze the Pareto fronts further, design solutions of four Pareto fronts are plotted for similar objectives 370 
in Fig. 5. When analyzing the objective space in Fig. 5, it is clear that design solutions of LEC-ICC Pareto front 371 
presents a non-dominant set of solutions since LEC and ICC are considered as the objectives. In addition, a notable 372 
increase in ICC is observed when moving from Pareto solutions of LEC-ICC Pareto front to LEC-WRE, LEC-GI 373 
and LEC-LCO2 accordingly. More importantly, design solutions of the four Pareto fronts can be clustered into two 374 
main clusters i.e. Cluster A and Cluster B as shown in Fig. 5. When considering the design solutions of two Pareto 375 
fronts in Cluster B, both are quite close to each other. Although it is not as close as Cluster B, design solutions of 376 
two Pareto fronts in Cluster A are quite close. Therefore LEC-ICC Pareto can be used to represent LEC-WRE Pareto 377 
front when considering LEC-ICC objective space.      378 
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In a similar manner, design solutions of the Pareto fronts are plotted in LEC-LCO2 objective space (Fig. 6). Similar 379 
to the previous case, LEC-LCO2 Pareto front presents the non-dominant frontier. When considering LEC-LCO2 and 380 
LEC-GI Pareto fronts both are located close to each other as these were clustered in Fig. 6. If we consider the scatter 381 
plot of design solutions of Pareto front considering all the five objectives; LEC-ICC and LEC-LCO2 Pareto fronts 382 
can be considered as the boundaries when considering its projections in LEC-LCO2 objective space.  383 
Let us consider the possibility of replacing LCO2 by GI in the Pareto optimization process which will reduce the 384 
dimensions of the optimization problem. In this case, design solutions clustered in Cluster C will be lost which will 385 
result in loosing (dropping out) Pareto solutions marked in Region B. In addition, Pareto solutions marked in Region 386 
A will be lost. When considering most of the applications, the possibility that final design solution reaching Region 387 
B is quite less due to the higher LEC which is at least more than 50% larger when compared to the minimum. 388 
Comparing the region covered by LEC-ICC and LEC-GI Pareto fronts (area enclosed by light green and blue 389 
scatterplots, and light blue dash line) Region A is negligible. Hence, it can be concluded that GI level is a good 390 
indicator in representing LCO2 based on the projection in LEC-LCO2 objective space which will minimize the 391 
dimensions in the optimization process.           392 
Scatter plots of four Pareto fronts are presented in LEC-GI objective space to analyze the system further (Fig. 7).  393 
The two main clusters observed since the beginning can be seen even in this case. LEC-WRE and LEC-ICC Pareto 394 
fronts meet each other; although the latter extends further. LEC-GI Pareto front presents set of solutions which are 395 
dominant as expected. LEC-GI and LEC-LCO2 are closely located to each other. However, when compared to Fig. 396 
5 the difference in the solutions of two Pareto fronts are not uniform (Region C) in this case. In certain instances, it 397 
extends up to a 10% difference in grid integration level. Therefore, representing GI using LCO2 will lead to take 398 
away some important design solutions which are interesting to be considered in the multi criterion decision making 399 
process.     400 
Utilization of renewable energy is considered as the fourth criterion to conduct Pareto optimization with LEC.     401 
The Pareto front obtained and the objective function values for the design solutions of the other Pareto fronts are 402 
plotted in Fig. 8. Clear separation of the LEC-CO2 and LEC-GI Pareto fronts are observed in this plot although 403 
LEC-WRE and LEC-ICC can be clustered together. When considering the renewable energy utilization of the 404 
design solutions of LEC-GI Pareto solutions, WRE is less than 15 % and majority of the solutions are clustered 405 
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within 10% up to 15%. In contrast, majority of the design solutions are having WRE more than 20% when it comes 406 
to LEC-LCO2 Pareto front which is not preferred in usual system designing. Hence, LEC-GI can be considered as 407 
realistic upper bound.        408 
After conducting the graphical analysis it is prudent to say that the four objectives considered to optimize the system 409 
design along with LEC can be classified into two groups in which one objective function can present the group. This 410 
will reduce the five dimensional optimization problem (including LEC) into a three dimensional optimization 411 
problem along with LEC. Further, this will improve both accuracy and efficiency while reaching the optimum set of 412 
results and sacrificing few design alternatives. When considering the first group (Cluster A in Fig 5) ICC can be 413 
considered as better alternative than WRE. ICC provides a better upper bound when considering LCO2 and GI along 414 
with an extended boundary considering LEC. Furthermore, LEC-ICC Pareto front overlaps with LEC-WRE Pareto 415 
front except for a small part in LEC and WRE objective space.  Hence, it can be concluded that ICC is a better 416 
performance indicator to present both ICC and WRE. Similarly, GI can be used to represent the other group. Finally, 417 
LEC, GI and ICC gives a better representation of the five objective functions discussed while reducing the 418 
complexity of the optimization process.  419 
 420 
7.2) 3D Pareto front considering LEC-ICC-GI 421 
The 2D Pareto analysis helped to reduce the number of dimensions in the optimization problem. However, the four 422 
2D Pareto fronts obtained in previous section only provided the boundaries of the objective space in which final 423 
design solution is located. In order to obtain non-dominant set of solutions, multi-objective optimization is carried 424 
out considering the objective functions identified in Section 7.1.  425 
The Pareto front obtained from the optimization considering LEC, ICC and GI are presented in Fig. 9. Scatter plot 426 
clearly demonstrate that there exists a well distributed Pareto surface. Contour plot generated is using the scatter plot 427 
in order to help the system designer to visualize the distribution of Pareto solutions. Scatter plot and the contour 428 
diagram clearly delineates that the three objectives considered for the optimization are conflicting to each other in 429 
which it is difficult to optimize these three objectives simultaneously. It is simple to select one Pareto solution using 430 
both scatter and contour plot. Nonetheless, decision making is not straight forward since it is required to consider 431 
other factors such as LCO2, flexibility of the system, WRE etc., in the decision making process. 432 
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7.3) Multi Criterion Decision Making (MCDM) Process 433 
In this work, seven criteria are used to assess the performance of the system. Direct graphical representation 434 
methods cannot be used to assess the solution space whenever the number of criteria used to assess the system 435 
increase beyond three. Hence coming up with the final system design is not straight forward. MCDM process helps 436 
the designer to arrive at the final design solution considering conflicting criteria as discussed in Section 6. The main 437 
challenge in using the multi-criterion decision making technique is deriving the weight matrix for Fuzzy TOPSIS 438 
considering relative importance of each criterion. This section presents path followed in order to achieve the final 439 
design solution.  440 
MCDM process is sensitive to the specific application of the energy system.  Prioritizing the criteria and identifying 441 
the expectations for the design plays a major role in this context. Identifying the upper bounds (since the design 442 
problem is formulated as a minimization problem) for the design requirements play a major role in this context. 443 
Whenever one or several criteria are improved performance of some other criteria will degrade. Hence, close 444 
comparison of each criterion is important in the multi-criterion decision making process. Normalized criterion 445 
values will be useful in such an ambiance to identify the upper limits for design requirements and the required 446 
changes. Finally, multi criterion decision making needs to be carried out considering the importance of each 447 
criterion specifically to the application within the boundary matrix. 448 
The application of the suggested method is tried on the case of a small, model rural village in Hambanthota, a 449 
district in southern coastal belt of Sri Lanka. Reliability of the system is considered vital which is taken as a 450 
constraint in the optimization as discussed in Section 6. The village is already connected to the grid which requires 451 
having a competitive electricity price after designing the new system (compared to the grid) and is considered as a 452 
special design requirement. Initial capital investment plays a vital role since it is challenging to go for bank loans for 453 
community based energy systems. Flexibility of the system had to be considered seriously since coastal weather 454 
changes rapidly which results in notable changes in wind and SPV energy potentials. In addition, minimizing grid 455 
the integration level is one main objective that is expected to be achieved through the design. However, it is a 456 
difficult task to provide a quantitative value regarding the importance of each criterion. 457 
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Decision making is all about for what extent one would be ready to sacrifice the performance of one or few criterion 458 
to improve the performance of one or several criteria where a qualitative and quantitative understanding about the 459 
relative importance of each criterion is important. Lack of a quantitative understanding about the importance of each 460 
criterion makes it difficult to go through the MCDM process. A small change in one criterion may result in a notable 461 
change in the other criterion. This relative importance need to be obtained considering values obtained for different 462 
criteria by the non-dominant set of solutions and design requirements of the application. Inter dependence on each 463 
criterion makes this process more tedious. Hence, an iterative approach is required on this regard. The process is 464 
initiated by defining the boundary matrix which gives the upper bounds (for minimization problem) for each 465 
criterion in the decision making process. The upper bound is merely taken observing the upper and lower bound 466 
values of each criterion obtained through Pareto optimization along with design requirements. Hence, there is no 467 
guarantee that designer could reach it. The boundary matrix can be changed whenever the designer understands that 468 
it is too tight or maintain similar ratios whenever it is too loose. Finally the boundary matrix which presents the 469 
boundary for each criterion where the customer is ready to accept the design is created which is presented in Table 470 
2. 471 
7.3.1) Analyzing the Level Diagrams 472 
MCDM process starts after understanding the boundary for the final design with an initial guess for the weight 473 
matrix. Results obtained for each weight matrix is evaluated while improving the weight matrix in order to cater the 474 
objectives. Level diagrams are used in this context to identify the possible directions that can be taken in improving 475 
the weight matrix. An intermediate (Case A) and the final weight matrix arrived (Case B) in the decision making 476 
process are presented in Table 3. Best six design solutions corresponding to both Case A and Case B (obtained using 477 
fuzzy TOPSIS method) are presented in Table 4 and 5.  2D and a set of 3D contour plots obtained for both Case A 478 
and B are presented in Fig. 10, 11 (a) and (b). 479 
Table 2. Boundary matrix for the criteria based on the requirements of the customer. Green denotes acceptance and 480 
red denotes rejection for different regions of normalized value for criteria. Green color denotes acceptable and red 481 
denotes not acceptable  482 
 483 
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3D contour plots are helpful in understanding the impact of changing the weight of one criterion over the others. 484 
Contour plots are presented in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) considering different criteria used for MCDM. When analyzing the 485 
contour plots for two cases, several local optimums are observed in Case A (plots in left hand for both Fig. 11 (a) 486 
and (b)). However, when moving to Case B one global optimum is observed in most of the instances except in 487 
normalized flexibility and LEC which shows complicated variation with several local maximums. This agrees with 488 
the previous observation in 2D scatter plot. In order to analyze the 3D contour plots further, two contour plots from 489 
Fig. 11(a) (Normalized LEC (NLEC)- Normalized GI (NGI) and NLEC-Normalized Fx. (NFx)) are taken for Case 490 
A and illustrated in detailed in Fig. 12. 491 
Analyzing the 2D scatter plot is considered as the first step in the decision making process which provides a better 492 
representation of all the criteria simultaneously as in Fig. 10. In addition, 2D scatter plots supports the decision 493 
makers at the early stage of decision making process to bring all the global optimums close to the boundary matrix 494 
(or into the boundary matrix). When considering the two scatter plots in Fig. 10 it is clear that the surface of the 495 
scatter plots for Case A is rough except ICC. As a consequence, global maximum moves significantly (interchange 496 
with local maximum) with a marginal change in the weight matrix. This makes it difficult to analyze the possibility 497 
to improve the specific criteria. When moving to Case B in the same diagram (left to right) much smoother surface 498 
is observed for most of the criterion except flexibility. This makes it easy to analyze the systems further.  However, 499 
2D scatter plots can be used only at the beginning where major changes in weight matrix is performed in order to 500 
bring the criteria considered closed to the boundary matrix. Sensitivity of changing the weight for one criterion over 501 
the other cannot be evaluated directly using 2D contour plots which make it difficult to be used as a method to fine 502 
tune the weight matrix.  This can be visualized further using 3D contour plots considering two criteria along with 503 
CC.   504 
When analyzing the NFG-NICC contour plot for Case A in Fig. 12, best ranked solutions (red colored region) are 505 
distributed in P and Q regions. The distribution of these two regions forms a frontier with a negative gradient. This 506 
demonstrates that these objectives are conflicting to each other and a significant reduction in N-FG can be obtained 507 
with a marginal increase in N-ICC. A similar pattern is observed when analyzing NFX and NLEC Pareto front (Fig. 508 
12 (right hand)). Best ranked solutions are distributed in region R and S. These two objectives also produce a Pareto 509 
front in which it is difficult to improve both simultaneously. However, this indirectly implies both GI and flexibility 510 
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improves with a marginal sacrifice in LEC in which improvements in GI is more significant compared to flexibility 511 
as observed in P and Q regions in left plot in Fig. 12 and R and S regions in right plot (numerical values are later 512 
presented in Table 4 and 5). In a similar manner, it can be shown that a significant improvement in GI with a 513 
marginal sacrifice of ICC when analyzing the NGI-NICC contour plot for Case A in Fig. 11 (a). Therefore, it is clear 514 
that a notable improvement in GI can be achieved while sacrificing the criterion values for ICC and LEC.      515 
The analysis can be extended further to evaluate the possibility of improving the other criteria and the consequences 516 
of improving them. In order to analyze the consequences of improving LCO2, NLEC-NLCO2 plot for Case A (Fig 517 
11 (b): first left one from the top) is taken.  The set of high ranked solutions is distributed within (marked in red) 518 
linearly with a positive gradient. This reveals that LEC and LCO2 are parallel objectives in which one will increase 519 
with the increase of the other. When analyzing the contour plots for Case A, it is observed that GI can be improved 520 
which will convert existing distributed maximas into a global maximum (or merge both together) resulting an 521 
increase in LEC as shown in regions P and Q in Fig. 12. However, a major improvement in flexibility will 522 
interchange global maximum and local maximum which will increase the LEC beyond the expectations (from R to 523 
S) since this will increase N-LEC beyond 0.25 which is the boundary. Improvement in flexibility and grid 524 
integration levels is required to meet the expectations of the customer according to the boundary matrix. When 525 
analyzing the contour plot it is clear that increasing the weight of grid integration and marginally increasing the 526 
weight of the system flexibility will drive towards the expectations. The observations of the contour plot analysis is 527 
used to improve the weight matrix and finally arrived to a weight matrix for Case B which is given in Table 3. 528 
Contour plots obtained after revising the weight matrix are plotted in the same diagram (Fig. 11 (a) and (b)) in order 529 
to make the comparison simple. When analyzing the contour plots for Case B it is prudent to say that most of the 530 
contour plots are quite smooth with one global maximum for most of the instances. This makes the analysis and 531 
decision making easier. Local minimums located at different locations of the contour map makes it challenging to 532 
analyze the consequence changing the weight of one criterion. Hence, decision makers should go back and forth 533 
again and again from one plot to another as discussed before in order to find the promising directions to change the 534 
weight matrix. Contour plot for Case B clearly shows that all the criteria are within the boundary and a notable 535 
improvement in criteria is not possible. 536 
 537 
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7.3.2)Analyzing the best candidates for each weight matrix 538 
2D and 3D Level diagrams help the decision makers to reach towards the best fitting weight matrix. However, final 539 
system design should be arrived after closely examining the best ranked design solutions. On the other hand, 540 
analyzing the best set of solutions obtained after revising the weigh matrix, helps the decision maker to get a 541 
quantitative understanding about the promising changes that should be made in weight matrix especially for very 542 
small changes in the weight matrix. Hence, analyzing the contour plots and best set of solutions are complimentary 543 
tasks which help the system designer to come up with final system design.  544 
Assessing the best ranked solutions, started with selecting the best six design solutions for Case A (see Table 4). 545 
When analyzing the design solutions, it is prudent that most of the design solutions perform well when considering 546 
several criteria. A1 adheres to most of the design criteria except with GI. A1 maintains a normalized grid integration 547 
level of 0.57 which is greater than the accepted limit of 0.4 which is the same for A2 and A5. These two design 548 
solutions are having normalized grid integration level of 0.64 and 0.62 respectively which is higher than 0.4. A4 and 549 
A6 design solutions performs close to each other for most of the criteria being within the boundary matrix including 550 
grid integration level. However, A6 is marginally outside the boundary matrix when considering the expectations of 551 
the design. Therefore, A4 becomes the only design solution within the design requirements.  552 
Contour plots provide the possible directions to improve the weight matrix further. After several iterations weight 553 
matrix for Case B (see Table 3) is obtained in order to see the possibility of improving the design further. A 554 
significant change in the weight matrix is not performed when moving to Case B. Hence, four design solutions that 555 
appeared in the best six alternatives are appearing in Table 5 (B1, B3, B4 and B5). B6 does not fulfill the design 556 
requirements since LEC is beyond the critical LEC defined in the boundary matrix. Both B1 and B2 meet the design 557 
requirements. B2 outperformed B1 when it comes to grid interactions and B1 outperformed B2 when it comes to 558 
LEC, LCO2, fuel consumption and waste of renewable energy. System configuration will change when considering 559 
the capacities of SPV panels and wind turbines. When moving from B2 to B1, the final decision solution arrived is 560 
highly subjective to the decision maker whether the designer appreciates the notable improvement in grid integration 561 
level in B2 or the overall improvement B1.  In this case B1 is considered as the best design solution.  562 
 563 
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7.3.3) Comparison of different approaches 564 
Single objective optimization is used in most of the instances when designing distributed energy systems. However, 565 
multi-objective optimization is followed by multi criterion decision making using the same set of criteria used as 566 
objective functions in certain instances. It is interesting to compare these two approaches with the novel approach 567 
presented in this study.  568 
First, we compare the novel approach with the results obtained through single objective optimization. Two cases are 569 
considered for the comparison as presented in Table 7; i.e. design solution with the minimum LEC (BLEC) and ICC 570 
(BICC). LEC can be reduced by 27% while LCO2 emission can be reduced by 46% when moving from B1 to 571 
BLEC. However, when analyzing the system design we can understand that system tends to depend more on the grid 572 
when considering BLEC. Furthermore, flexibility of the system drops notably. More importantly both these 573 
performance indicators are below the expectations of the users when considering the boundary matrix. When 574 
moving into BICC, system flexibility, ICC and WRE are way above the expectations. However, LEC, LCO2 and 575 
grid integration level are way above the expectations of the design. When considering both BLEC and BICC we can 576 
conclude the optimum design ends up in extremes where system performs way better considering certain criteria 577 
while it performs extremely poor for the other critera.  578 
In most of the instances, decision making is performed based on the criteria considered for Pareto optimization. This 579 
will omit several important criteria from the decision making process. It is important to assess the consequences of 580 
limiting the decision making process into few criteria that are considered in the Pareto optimization process. In order 581 
to achieve this, four cases are considered (i.e., Case C, D, E and F) removing one or two criteria in the weight matrix 582 
from the decision making process. The ratio among the weights for the other criteria remained same as for Case B in 583 
the weight matrix. Case C does not consider System flexibility, Case D does not consider grid integration level, Case 584 
E does not consider LCO2 and fuel consumption and finally Case F does not consider initial capital cost. Weight 585 
matrix for each case is tabulated in Table 6. The best design solution obtained under each weight matrix is presented 586 
in Table 7.         587 
When analyzing the design solutions for Cases C, D, E and, F it is clear that removing a criterion from the weight 588 
matrix will results in a notable increase of the performance indicator (considering a minimization problem) of the 589 
specific criterion removed from the weight matrix. For example, the N-Flex increases from 0.499 to 0.678r and N-590 
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GI level increases from 0.373 to 0.887  for Cases C and D which respectively remove flexibility and grid integration 591 
level from the weigh matrix (Table 7). The same can be observed in Case F. This will result in poor performance 592 
under these criteria which are outside the decision matrix in this case which will not be preferred by the end users. 593 
However, due to the weaknesses (over simplification of the design space) in the existing methods used for multi-594 
criterion decision making system designers will end-up in such designs.   595 
The sensitivity of each criterion considered for the multi-criterion decision making is different depending upon the 596 
weight matrix, the considered criterion, its relationship with the other criteria and the boundary matrix. For example, 597 
when considering Case E, increase in N-LCO2 after taking away from the weight matrix is insignificant when 598 
compared to Case C, D and F. This can be justified by assessing the level diagrams, LCO2 and LEC are parallel 599 
objectives (as discussed in 6.3.1) within the close proximity of the weight matrix selected (as shown in Fig. 12.(a) 600 
NLEC-NLCO2 diagram). Hence, both these objectives can simultaneously be minimized within the proximity of the 601 
weight matrix selected with strong coupling. Higher, weight matrix on both LCO2 and LEC results in lower 602 
emissions as well as LEC. Removing LCO2 from weight matrix does not influence in a similar manner to Case C 603 
and D. This is due to the weight imposed by LEC. However, a notable reduction in LEC is observed due to the 604 
removing of weight in LCO2. This coupling makes it difficult to fine tune the weight matrix where Contour Level 605 
diagrams are extremely useful to find the proper directions to improve the weight matrix. However, the coupling 606 
between LEC-LCO2 is limited to one part of the decision space as observed when analyzing Fig. 5, 6 and 7. Hence, 607 
a notable change in LCO2 can be observed for a different setting of the weight matrix. 608 
When considering both approaches practiced in present it is clear that multi-objective optimization followed by 609 
multi criterion decision making performs better that single objective optimization. However, the limitation in 610 
considering a number of criteria in the optimization process and subsequently in multi-criterion decision making 611 
process is still one of the main challenges in literature. This will lead to system designs that are performing 612 
extremely badly for the criteria not considered in the optimization process. The integrated approach proposed in this 613 
study can address the aforementioned limitations by appropriately selecting the objective functions for the Pareto 614 
optimization and subsequently considering the criteria not considered for the optimization in the decision making 615 
process. 616 
 617 
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Conclusions 618 
A decision support tool to design distributed electrical hubs consisting of wind turbines, SPV panels, battery bank 619 
and an ICG operating connected to the grid is taken into discussion in this study. Selecting the objective functions 620 
for Pareto optimizing and subsequently multi-criterion decision making, considering a set of criteria in order to meet 621 
the design requirements is focused. Eight criteria are defined covering wider spectrum of interests including cost, 622 
environmental impact, energy efficiency etc in the designing process.  A novel method is introduced to evaluate the 623 
flexibility of the energy system based on several criteria. Flexibility of the system is evaluated considering the 624 
uncertainty of external factors such as renewable energy potential, price of grid electricity and grid curtailments. 625 
Optimum set of solutions obtained from the Pareto optimization is simulated considering 27 different operation 626 
scenarios. Flexibility is used to evaluate the robustness on the design solutions under varying operating conditions.  627 
A bi-level multi criterion decision making process is introduced to reach to the final design solution. 2D Pareto 628 
optimization is used to select the best representative objective functions to be considered in the Pareto optimization. 629 
Subsequently, LEC, grid integration level and initial capital cost found out to be the best representative objective 630 
functions reducing the dimension of the problem up to a 3D optimization problem without losing a large number of 631 
possible solutions. Pareto front obtained considering three objective functions are ranked using seven criteria. Fuzzy 632 
TOPSIS is used to rank the non-dominant solutions using 2D and 3D level diagrams. Boundary matrix is used to 633 
assure that the design requirements of the distributed energy system are met and the relative importances of the 634 
criteria are maintained while reaching the final design solution.  635 
Design solution arrived using the novel decision support system is compared with the design alternatives obtained 636 
considering single objective optimization (considering LEC and ICC) and weight matrices neglecting some of the 637 
criteria not considered for Pareto optimization (methods practiced in present).  Optimum design solutions obtained 638 
considering LEC and ICC as objective functions perform better compared to the final design solution obtained using 639 
the novel method when considering the specific objective function. However, the performances with respect to the 640 
other criteria are extremely poor. Furthermore, final design solution obtained from the novel method was compared 641 
with design solutions obtained using a weight matrix neglecting the criteria that were not considered in the Pareto 642 
optimization. The comparison shows that neglecting the criteria that were not considered for Pareto optimization 643 
will lead to design solutions with poor performances under those criteria. This can be addressed by the novel method 644 
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introduced in this study through appropriate selection of objective functions and extending the criteria considered in 645 
the decision making process.  646 
This study considers eight criteria at different levels of the decision making process. The criteria used in this study 647 
can be directly used or extended further depending upon the requirements of the application. Similarly, objective 648 
functions can be selected in a similar manner based of the classification considering the importance of each 649 
criterion. This study uses a Pareto analysis as the dimension reduction method. However, it is difficult to guarantee 650 
that dimensional reduction can be achieved in a similar level or the system designer will end up with the same set of 651 
objective functions. This process solely depends upon the application. Other methods such as Principle Component 652 
Analysis (PCA) can be looked for possibility of dimension reduction. However, extending the multi-criterion 653 
decision can be followed as it is which is essential to bring the sensitivity of other criteria.     654 
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Table 4: Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case A 658 
 659 
 Table 5:  Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case B660 
 661 
 Table: 7 Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case B, C, D, E and F 662 
                        663 
1LEC in $, 2LCO2 in kg/kWh, 3fuel consumption in l/kWh, 3grid integration level (%), 4WRE (%), 5ICC (x105$), 6SPV capacity in kW, 7wind turbine capacity in kW Battery 664 
8bank size in kWh and 9ICG capacity in kW665 
System 
Criterion Values Normalized criterion values 
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
A 1 0.155 0.261 0.038 27.9 1.02 2.32 0.362 0.05 0.15 0.09 0.57 0.06 0.32 0.56 0.685 12.9 50 2880 27.5 
A 2 0.179 0.356 0.063 31.4 0.18 1.80 0.309 0.14 0.27 0.19 0.64 0.01 0.18 0.47 0.684 10.9 35 960 30 
A 3 0.161 0.270 0.043 25.7 0.95 2.33 0.372 0.07 0.16 0.11 0.52 0.05 0.32 0.57 0.683 12.9 50 2880 30 
A 4 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.21 0.28 0.26 0.37 0.02 0.32 0.49 0.683 13.6 40 1920 30 
A 5 0.148 0.219 0.022 30.7 1.50 2.34 0.367 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.62 0.09 0.32 0.56 0.681 15.6 50 2880 30 
A 6 0.185 0.312 0.065 17.4 1.52 2.51 0.372 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.35 0.09 0.36 0.57 0.677 13.6 55 1920 30 
 
System 
Criterion Values  
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
B1 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.21 0.28 0.26 0.37 0.02 0.32 0.49 0.680 13.6 40 1920 30 
B 2 0.203 0.374 0.087 14.3 1.17 2.50 0.326 0.23 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.07 0.36 0.50 0.678 10.9 55 1920 30 
B 3 0.185 0.312 0.065 17.4 1.52 2.51 0.372 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.35 0.09 0.36 0.57 0.676 13.6 55 1920 30 
B 4 0.161 0.270 0.043 25.7 0.95 2.33 0.372 0.07 0.16 0.11 0.52 0.05 0.32 0.57 0.675 12.9 50 2880 30 
B 5 0.155 0.261 0.038 27.9 1.02 2.32 0.362 0.05 0.15 0.09 0.57 0.06 0.32 0.56 0.675 12.9 50 2880 27.5 
B 6 0.222 0.381 0.094 9.6 1.33 2.70 0.296 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.19 0.08 0.41 0.45 0.674 12.2 55 1920 27.5 
 
 System 
Criterion Values  
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
B1 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.210 0.277 0.256 0.373 0.024 0.318 0.499 0.680 13.6 40 1920 30 
C 0.166 0.254 0.043 21.1 2.06 2.51 0.439 0.089 0.137 0.109 0.425 0.119 0.364 0.678 0.746 16.32 55 1920 30 
D 0.186 0.397 0.062 43.7 0.00 1.23 0.301 0.167 0.321 0.186 0.887 0.000 0.042 0.458 0.750 4.76 25 960 30 
E 0.251 0.406 0.108 3.1 1.94 2.87 0.191 0.420 0.333 0.377 0.059 0.112 0.454 0.281 0.677 12.92 60 1920 30 
F 0.227 0.303 0.078 2.7 3.14 3.40 0.277 0.326 0.200 0.252 0.051 0.181 0.587 0.419 0.724 19.04 65 3840 27.5 
BLEC 0.143 0.196 0.021 25.3 3.43 2.82 0.502 0.000 0.061 0.017 0.512 0.198 0.441 0.781 NA 16.32 65 3840 30 
BICC 0.281 0.715 0.172 28.5 0 1.44 0.130 0.536 0.731 0.643 0.579 0.000 0.000 0.182 NA 0.68 0 2880 30 
 
  
Nomenclature 666 
BI Basic Indicators  
CC Coefficient of closure 
CFG CO2 intensity for electricity unit taken from the 
grid 
CI Critical Indicators  
CICG CO2 intensity of each unit generated by ICG 
pDCI ,  criterion value under deterministic scenario  
piCI ,  criterion value under ith  scenario with 
disturbances 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛, normalized value for mth criterion value for nth 
Pareto solution 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛 minimum value for mth criterion value for nth 
Pareto solution 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 maximum value for mth criterion value for nth 
Pareto solution 
CRF Capital Recovery Factor 
d+ Positive distance matrix  
d- Negative distance matrix 
ELD electricity load demand  
FC Fuel consumption   
Fx. Flexibility  
GCF(t) real time price of grid electricity when 
purchasing  
GCT(t) real time price of grid electricity when selling  
GHG Green House Gas   
GI Grid Integration Level   
GICF Net cash flow due to GIs   
GICFP present value of grid integrated cash flows   
I-  negative ideal solution  
I+ Positive ideal solution 
IAC acquisition cost 
ICC Initial Capital Cost   
ICG Internal Combustion Generator   
ICO2s lifecycle CO2 emission of the system 
components  
IESP services charges to Energy Service Provider   
IIns installation costs   
LCO2 Levelized CO2   
LCO2 Levelized CO2 emission   
LEC Levelized Energy Cost   
LF operating load factor of the ICG  
LimBC limit cost for battery charge 
LimBD limit cost for battery discharge 
LimBTG limit cost for battery discharge to grid 
LimGTB limit cost for battery charge from grid 
LOLP loss of load probability   
MCDM multi-criterion decision making   
NFC normalized fuel consumption 
NFx. Normalized flexibility 
NGI Normalized Grid Integration Level 
NICC Normalized Initial Capital Cost 
NLCO2 Normalized Levelized CO2 emission  
NLEC Normalized Levelized Energy Cost  
NPV Net Present Value ()  
NWRE Normalized Waste of Renewable Energy 
  
OM operation and maintenance cost  
OMFixed fixed operation and maintenance cost  
OMP present value of OM  
OMVariable variable operation and maintenance cost  
P  the real interest rate 
PBat-Max maximum power flow from the battery   
Pngen nominal power of the ICG   
PFG-Max maximum power that can be taken from the 
grid  
PI Preference Indicators  
PRE renewable power generated  
PSB-Max maximum energy stored in battery  
PTG-Max maximum units that can be sold to the grid  
SOCmin  minimum state of charge 
SOCMin,G minimum state of charge when 
discharging to grid 
SOCSet maximum state of charged to be reached 
when charging from grid 
SPV Solar PV   
TCO2 total CO2 emission by the system   
TOPSIS Technique for Order of Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution   
WRE Waste of Renewable Energy   
𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 Possibility of occurring ith scenario 
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Fig. 9: Scatter and contour plot of the Pareto front considering levelized energy cost, grid integration level and initial 
capital cost.
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Fig. 10 2D scatter plots (normalized) for Case A and Case B 
  
  
Fig. 11 (a): A comparison of 3D contour plots (normalized) considering coefficient of closure with different criteria  
  
  
Fig. 11 (b): A comparison of 3D contour plots (normalized) considering coefficient of closure with different 
criterions for Case A and B 
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Table 1: Different combinations of objective functions considered for optimization and decision space variables    
 
Table 2. Boundary matrix for the criterions based on the requirements of the customer. Green denotes acceptance 
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Table 3: Weight matrix considered for Case A and Case B 
 
Scenario1 Objective functions considered Constraint function Decision space variables 
A 
 
Case 1: LEC-ICC 
Case 2: LEC-LCO2 
Case 3: LEC-GI 
Case 4: LEC-WRE 
Loss of Load 
probability 
• Number and type of SPV panels 
• Number and type of wind turbines 
• Size of Battery bank 
• Size of ICG 
• Variables for finite state machines 
• Variables of fuzzy controller 
B  LEC-GI-ICC 
(1)Scenario A relates to Cases for Pareto analysis and B relates for multi-criterion decision making 
 
 0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1 
N-LEC                                         
N-LCO2                                         
N-FC                                         
N-GI                                         
N-WRE                                         
N-ICC                                         
N-FLEX                                         
 
Case LEC LCO2 FC GI WRE ICC Fx. 
A 0.255 0.136 0.043 0.128 0.064 0.187 0.187 
B 0.245 0.131 0.041 0.163 0.061 0.180 0.180 
 
  
Table 4: Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case A 
 
 Table 5:  Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case B
 
 Table: 7 Best six solutions ranked based on weight matrix for Case B, C, D, E , F, BLEC and BICC 
                        
1LEC in $, 2LCO2 in kg/kWh, 3fuel consumption in l/kWh, 3grid integration level (%), 4WRE (%), 5ICC (x105$), 6SPV capacity in kW, 7wind turbine capacity in kW Battery 
8bank size in kWh and 9ICG capacity in kW 
System 
Criterion Values Normalized criterion values 
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
A 1 0.155 0.261 0.038 27.9 1.02 2.32 0.362 0.05 0.15 0.09 0.57 0.06 0.32 0.56 0.685 12.9 50 2880 27.5 
A 2 0.179 0.356 0.063 31.4 0.18 1.80 0.309 0.14 0.27 0.19 0.64 0.01 0.18 0.47 0.684 10.9 35 960 30 
A 3 0.161 0.270 0.043 25.7 0.95 2.33 0.372 0.07 0.16 0.11 0.52 0.05 0.32 0.57 0.683 12.9 50 2880 30 
A 4 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.21 0.28 0.26 0.37 0.02 0.32 0.49 0.683 13.6 40 1920 30 
A 5 0.148 0.219 0.022 30.7 1.50 2.34 0.367 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.62 0.09 0.32 0.56 0.681 15.6 50 2880 30 
A 6 0.185 0.312 0.065 17.4 1.52 2.51 0.372 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.35 0.09 0.36 0.57 0.677 13.6 55 1920 30 
 
System 
Criterion Values  
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
B1 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.21 0.28 0.26 0.37 0.02 0.32 0.49 0.680 13.6 40 1920 30 
B 2 0.203 0.374 0.087 14.3 1.17 2.50 0.326 0.23 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.07 0.36 0.50 0.678 10.9 55 1920 30 
B 3 0.185 0.312 0.065 17.4 1.52 2.51 0.372 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.35 0.09 0.36 0.57 0.676 13.6 55 1920 30 
B 4 0.161 0.270 0.043 25.7 0.95 2.33 0.372 0.07 0.16 0.11 0.52 0.05 0.32 0.57 0.675 12.9 50 2880 30 
B 5 0.155 0.261 0.038 27.9 1.02 2.32 0.362 0.05 0.15 0.09 0.57 0.06 0.32 0.56 0.675 12.9 50 2880 27.5 
B 6 0.222 0.381 0.094 9.6 1.33 2.70 0.296 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.19 0.08 0.41 0.45 0.674 12.2 55 1920 27.5 
 
 System 
Criterion Values  
CC 
System configuration 
LEC1 LCO22 FC3 GI3 WRE4 ICC5 Flex. NLEC NLCO2 NFC NGI NWRE NICC NFlex SPV6 Wind7 Battery8 ICG9  
B1 0.197 0.363 0.079 18.5 0.42 2.33 0.327 0.210 0.277 0.256 0.373 0.024 0.318 0.499 0.680 13.6 40 1920 30 
C 0.166 0.254 0.043 21.1 2.06 2.51 0.439 0.089 0.137 0.109 0.425 0.119 0.364 0.678 0.746 16.32 55 1920 30 
D 0.186 0.397 0.062 43.7 0.00 1.23 0.301 0.167 0.321 0.186 0.887 0.000 0.042 0.458 0.750 4.76 25 960 30 
E 0.251 0.406 0.108 3.1 1.94 2.87 0.191 0.420 0.333 0.377 0.059 0.112 0.454 0.281 0.677 12.92 60 1920 30 
F 0.227 0.303 0.078 2.7 3.14 3.40 0.277 0.326 0.200 0.252 0.051 0.181 0.587 0.419 0.724 19.04 65 3840 27.5 
BLEC 0.143 0.196 0.021 25.3 3.43 2.82 0.502 0.000 0.061 0.017 0.512 0.198 0.441 0.781 NA 16.32 65 3840 30 
BICC 0.281 0.715 0.172 28.5 0 1.44 0.130 0.536 0.731 0.643 0.579 0.000 0.000 0.182 NA 0.68 0 2880 30 
 
  
Table 6: Weight matrix for Case B, C, D, E and F 
 
 
 
 
Case LEC LCO2 FC GI WRE ICC Flex. 
B 0.245 0.131 0.041 0.163 0.061 0.180 0.180 
C 0.299 0.159 0.050 0.199 0.075 0.219 0 
D 0.293 0.156 0.049 0 0.073 0.215 0.215 
E 0.296 0 0 0.197 0.074 0.217 0.217 
F 0.299 0.159 0.050 0.199 0.075 0 0.219 
 
